
SEPTEMBER 

Inauguration 2020/2021 – Circolo degli Esteri 

The opening of our social season 2020-2021 will take place at the Circolo degli Esteri. Founded in 1936 and 

officially opened in 1937 by Foreign Minister Galeazzo Ciano to host the receptions of the Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, the Circolo still keeps its international character, and is paramount in hosting both official 

ceremonies and being a stylish place for formal and informal meetings. 

The Circolo displays inside its building and in the garden an important collection of works of art, including 

works of famous artists as well as of emergent ones, thus providing a fascinating visual and emotional 

impact. 

 

OCTOBER 

Fountains of Rome –A walk inside history and art 

Water, the “source of life”, ever plentiful in Rome, has been used not only for the primary needs of the 

people, but also by Emperors and Popes for games, shows and celebrations. We will walk through the area 

where the Virgo aqueduct was brought by Marcus Agrippa, an aqueduct that “pops up” with some of the 

most spectacular fountains of this city, from the Barcaccia in piazza di Spagna to the Trevi, where we will 

step underground in vicus Caprarius in order to better understand the functioning of those aqueducts, 

down to piazza Navona, at times turned into a lake for naval battles, or, more recently, used as a place to 

celebrate festivityes…. 

 

 

 

 



NOVEMBER 

Papal Basilica of St. Paul Outside the Walls 

St. Paul is one of the four Papal basilicas of Rome. Its origins date back from 313 a.D., when the emperor 

Constantine enacted the Milan decree, and allowed Christians to worship according to their religion. The 

church was built on the burial place of St. Paul. A place and destination of pilgrimages since the Ist century 

a.D., it was originally a small basilica with three naves, only to protect the tomb of the martyr, crowned by a 

golden cross. Too small to accommodate the increasing crowd of pilgrims, the church was razed to the 

ground in order to build a larger and more imposing one. Various Popes have, in the course of time, 

embellished the new building with mosaics, frescoes and chapels, turning the basilica into a priceless 

heritage. 

 

DECEMBER 

Meeting with Italian “nose” Laura Bosetti Tonatto 

Laura Bosetti Tonatto, a professional Italian “nose” of International renown, has been working on perfumes 

since 1968. A lecturer at the Ferrara University, she has been the curator of several exhibitions, such as 

“Caravaggio, a painting, a perfume” for the Ermitage Museum in St. Petersburg, and the olfactive section of 

“Aromatica, scents, perfumes and spices between East and West” for the Oriental Art Museum of Rome. In 

addition to obtaining several decorations and having personally worked for Queen Elizabeth II, Laura 

Bosetti Tonatto has created the “Essenzialmente Laura” collection, 55 fragrances following the 

“Classification officielle des parfums de l’Osmothèque de Versailles”. 

 

 

 



JANUARY 

Air Force Palace 

Headquarters of  Italian Air Force, this palace was built between 1929 and 1931 upon the express wish of 

minister Italo Balbo, by Roberto Marino. The imposing building, covering approximately 8000 square 

meters, and its style are typical of the Fascist architecture. The wall paintings in the halls and in the most 

prestigious offices depict geographical subjects or celebrate aeronautical deeds; others, by Marcello 

Dudovich, an “affiche” master, are painted in tempera technique. The palace reflects an attention and care 

for details carried to the extreme, both in the original plan and in its implementation; the purpose is to 

match architecture with painting and even furniture, to form an integral part of the palace. 

 

FEBRUARY 

Museum of Classical Art of the Sapienza University of Rome 

The Museum of Classical Art, also known as Gipsum Museum, was founded by Emanuel Löwy, its director 

until 1915. His purpose was to set up a plaster cast gallery for students and researchers. The Museum hosts 

a collection of approximately one thousand and two hundred plaster casts, reproducing mostly Greek 

sculptures presently in museums and collections all around the world; displayed in chronological order, 

they allow students and visitors to follow the historical development of the Greek sculpture. 

Have you ever visited a plaster cast gallery? An interesting place; you will marvel looking at casts 

reproducing sculptures from the archaic period to Hellenism.  

 

 

 

 



MARCH 

Palazzo Colonna, one of the grandest and most ancient palaces of Rome 

The palazzo was built in the XIV century for the Colonna family and is still their residence after eight 

centuries. The family dates back from the XII century and comes from the town of Colonna near Rome, 

which gave the family its name. During 1600 the palace was turned into a large baroque building in the 

course of three generations, headed by Filippo I, Cardinal Girolamo I and Lorenzo Onofrio, who committed 

themselves to architects and artists among the most famous and celebrated: Gian Lorenzo Bernini, Antonio 

del Grande, Carlo Fontana, Paolo Schor and many others  contributed their advice. 

Inside of one of the more imposing patrician palaces worldwide, with a gallery in no way inferior to the 

great halls of Versailles, the princes Colonna still keep the apartment of princess Isabella as it was in her 

lifetime. We will enjoy the sight of paintings from famous artists such as Pinturicchio, Cosmè Tura, Carracci, 

Guido Reni, Tintoretto, Salvator Rosa, Bronzino, Guercino, Veronese, Vanvitelli, and many more. 

 

APRIL 

Non-Catholic cemetery of Rome 

Testaccio hosts the non-Catholic cemetery of Rome, better known as Testaccio cemetery of artists and 

poets. Catholic church rules did not allow  in the past the burial of non-Catholics, meaning Protestants, 

Hebrews and Orthodox, in consecrated ground, as well as suicides and actors (once dead, the latter were 

expelled from the Christian community of the city and buried outside the walls). The cemetery is 

characterized by the large number of artists, writers, scholars and diplomats that have been buried there. 

Some of them had moved to Rome, others were residing in Italy, others died either of an illness or accident 

while visiting the city. The most popular tombs among the visitors are those of the English poets John Keats 

and Percy Bysshe Shelley, the son of Goethe, Antonio Gramsci and the Russian painter Karl Brullov.  

 



MAY 

Presidential site of Castelporziano 

The Presidential site of Castelporziano lies at approximately 25 km. from Rome and covers a surface of 60 

km. (6039 hectares). It includes some historical hunting grounds, such as Trafusa, Trafusina, Riserva Nuova 

and Capocotta. Castelporziano presently borders  on the suburbs of Rome down to the coast, and includes 

3 km. of spotless beach. Most of the coastal ecosystems typical of the Mediterranean environment can be 

found  within the site. Our visit  shall include the archaeological museum, the Castle, the historical 

residence and the trophy hall, the church of S. Filippo Neri, a Coffee house and lemon house, the Queen’s 

garden and its ancient mosaics, the rose garden, the old fountain, and end with the exhibition of ancient 

coaches. 

 

JUNE 

Circolo degli Esteri 

The reception marking the end of our social activities for the year 2020/2021 shall take place, as usual, in 

the elegant and traditional atmosphere of the Circolo degli Esteri, a green oasis on the banks of the Tiber, 

and since 1936 an important setting for social relations, sports and entertaining. 

 

Because of the ever-changing rules on measures to limit the present pandemia, this programme could be 

subject to changes. Each monthly meeting will therefore be recalled by mail or e-mail to subscribers. It 

will always be necessary to confirm personal attendance. Subscription allows free participation in all 

cultural and social activities. 

Call 06 3691 3909, fax 06 3600 0038 – 06 3691 8679, email acdmae@esteri.it 


